
FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE JUSTICE SECTOR CONSTELLATION: 

This Report is being submitted to the Justice Sector Constellation for consideration. If the Constellation 

is convinced that there is a need at the Calgary Courts Centre for childminding services, and that there is 

an appetite for furthering this work, we recommend the following: 

1. Pursue external funding to lead a second phase of research that engages with caregivers to 

understand 1) what, if any, arrangements they make for child care when they have matters to 

attend to at the Courts Centre, and 2) what the impacts are of having to make these 

arrangements on their well-being and that of their child(ren); 

 

2. Identify opportunities for advancing this research within Justice and Solicitor General (JSG) to 

align with the current work of the Reforming the Family Justice System (RFJS), and to explore, 

with the help of Leadership Team members, within which Committee and action item this 

research project might align; 

 

3. Share findings collaboratively with entities who participated in gathering information for the 

Report and request feedback before sharing to a broader audience; and   

 

4. Set a plan for moving forward within a continuum of next steps with the assistance of the 

Leadership Team.   
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About Vibrant Communities Calgary  

Vibrant Communities Calgary (VCC) is a non-profit organization that works collaboratively with various 

stakeholders, seeking to engage Calgarians to advocate for long-term strategies that address the root 

causes of poverty in Calgary. Beginning in January 2015, VCC was appointed under a four-year mandate 

to be the ‘backbone organization’ and steward for Enough for All, Calgary’s poverty reduction strategy. 

The Justice Sector Constellation of VCC is a working group of Enough for All stakeholders – ranging from 

the government to the private sector, social service organizations, community volunteers, and low-

income Calgarians – working together by using a Collective Impact approach, towards the overarching 

goal of cutting poverty rates in half by 2023. VCC, as a back-bone and steward of Enough for All, engages 

in its collaborative work to address the root causes of poverty through systems and policy-change.  

For more information, please visit www.vibrantcalgary.com and www.enoughforall.ca.  
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Given the complexity of the justice system, and the need for it to be equitable and accessible, it is 

suggested that there are numerous opportunities for its enhancement. It is in this spirit that the 

question of whether the Calgary Courts Centre might benefit from a child-minding centre was explored; 

and, it is also against this backdrop that an assessment project, “Childminding at the Calgary Courts 

Centre, is There a Need?”, was launched by VCC. With the support of the Calgary-based Enough for All 

Justice Sector Constellation (JSC), a collaborative working group was formed to address issues related to 

poverty and the justice system. The launched Project was to determine whether a lack of childminding 

services at the Calgary Courts Centre (“CCC”) presented an impediment for individuals to access the 

justice system.   

Throughout 2016-2017, a question underlying this Needs Assessment Project was whether there was a 

higher frequency of children on specific floors of the 24-floor building at the CCC than others. Relatedly, 

it was important to discern, where children were present, whether the presence of those children 

disrupted service delivery, court proceedings, and the full engagement of attendees at the CCC. To 

determine this, the research included focus groups with client-serving organizations, Case Studies of 

childminding services provided in other jurisdictions, secondary research concerning access to justice 

resources, a survey of CCC staff and the Judiciary of the CCC in respect to which the Provincial Court of 

Alberta, Calgary Family and Youth Court participated, and lastly, a count to observe the number of 

children accompanying adults to the CCC.   

The Project did not include engagement with caregivers themselves, which is an important missing 

component that should be completed prior to drawing any definitive conclusions. 

The findings of this research show that children are attending the CCC with regular frequency. In one 

day, 14 children between the ages of 0 and 12 years were observed in one 3-hour period in the South 

Tower of four floors. Importantly, this Project examined not only qualitative responses, but also existing 

literature in respect to children attending courthouses (Case Studies). Within this context, the Case 

Studies supported special court child-care arrangements for children and the research feedback 

received was in favour of establishing or facilitating an arrangement for children when an adult is 

required to attend the CCC, but without a child-care alternative, must bring the child along. Notably, 

research participants stated that the CCC is not a place for children, due to personal safety and exposure 

to inappropriate and sometimes re-traumatizing content. For adult attendees, it was believed that 

having the option of childminding while the adult attended to court business was a small support that 

could make an extremely stressful situation less so, and could subsequently improve outcomes, as the 

adult would be able to fully apply themselves to their legal issue without the distraction of children.  

As a result, this Project recommends completing a second phase of research that engages directly with 

individuals, who may or may not be caretakers, but who must attend the CCC and who have young 

children for whom they are responsible at the time they attend. It would be important to understand 

the arrangements she or he makes for childcare when required to appear at the CCC and whether she or 

he would use a court child-minding service if it were provided. Once consolidated, these two pieces of 

research might help frame future collaborative discussions by those agencies interested in exploring 

childminding developments of this nature. This is for the sake of children who attend the CCC with an 

individual/s involved in CCC attendances or related business or for the individual/s who have no 

available child-care or child-minding alternatives, so the child must attend with the individual/s to their 

likely detriment.   
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Introduction  

Since 2011, the Justice Sector Constellation, a Calgary-based group of justice-serving agencies, municipal, 

provincial and federal administrative bodies, and community volunteers have been coming together to 

act on issues related to the intersection of poverty and the justice system. During a May 2016 visioning 

session that included two dozen Justice Sector Constellation members and VCC, one member asked if 

there were any supports for caregivers to access child care services when they were required to appear 

at the CCC. None were familiar with a specific service for families when caregivers had a legal issue to 

address at the CCC.  

This led to the hypothesis that a lack of childminding services at the CCC was an impediment for 

individuals to access the justice system. The Justice Sector Constellation voted to investigate this 

hypothesis further and recommended that a small project be undertaken to create and execute a needs 

assessment for childminding at the CCC. The writer, the same individual who asked the question, 

volunteered to create and lead the Childminding at the Calgary Courts Centre Needs Assessment 

Project. This is the final Report of the research project. 

There is a noticeable gap in the research on the frequency of children in Canadian court centres and, as 

noted, at the CCC. Nonetheless, within research cited in this Report, it has been found that the presence 

of children in courthouses is increasing for a variety of reasons which, based on locational observations, 

are not exclusively related to family matters (Hudson, 1995, p. 1225). The literature review, which is not 

meant to be exhaustive, together with the Case Studies of some responsive changes made to children in 

a courthouse/courtroom for some jurisdictions in the United States of America and Australia, are meant 

to provide examples of responses in other jurisdictions related to children attending at courthouses. The 

consensus is that a courthouse/courtroom is not a space where children belong unless there for a 

specifically defined purpose for a child to be at a courthouse/courtroom (i.e., to give evidence). First, 

through no fault of their own children, brought to a courthouse by an adult engaged in an attendance, 

can be disruptive to legal processes when present. Second, Hudson and Williams contend that “the 

presence of children in courts may subject them to testimony and/or situations potentially disturbing or 

even damaging to them” (1995, p. 1225).  

Principles 

This Project was informed by the following assumptions:1 

1. Access to Justice – The legal system is complex and difficult for many to navigate and 

the culture and functioning of the legal system may produce unintended consequences. 

To quote the aforementioned report of the Constellation, “People are expected to 

access the legal system on its terms and where it is located, which can be a barrier for 

some” (2013, p. 13); 

 

                                                           
1 The first three assumptions are drawn from the final report submitted to the CPRI by the Justice Sector Constellation in “Intervening at the 
Intersection of Poverty and the Legal System” (2013).  
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2. Equity – “Many aspects of the civil justice system are difficult to understand for those 

untrained in the law. Without assistance it is difficult, if not impossible, to gain access to 

a system one does not comprehend” (Justice Sector Constellation, 2013, p. 4). An 

individual cannot be fully present to the best of their ability while they are tending to a 

child. The Justice System is not equitable, let alone efficient or effective, when an 

individual does not have the opportunity to be fully present for the legal issue that 

impacts them; 

 

3. Poverty and the Justice System – Research conducted in various jurisdictions, including 

Alberta in general and Calgary particularly, shows that low-income people are more 

susceptible to legal issues, and that these often occur in the context of and may create 

or exacerbate other problems, such as health concerns, financial pressures and 

relationship challenges. People in poverty often lack a healthy support system of family 

and friends; 

 

4. Adverse Childhood Experiences and Early Childhood Development – Exposure to 

inappropriate or traumatizing content or experiences may add to the chronic or toxic 

stress to which a child may already be exposed. Where possible, positive interventions 

should be made to lessen the impacts and frequency of this exposure (Alberta Family 

Wellness Initiative (“AFWI”) 2017). Based on the research of Hudson and Wilson (1995) 

described above, and drawing on the AFWI, it is suggested that attendance by a child at 

the CCC may have the potential to add to a child’s exposure to an adverse experience 

and, as noted by the AFWI, interventions need to be made to lessen such exposure.  

Approach 

The writer embarked on this project with the full support of the Justice Sector Constellation to complete 

the work on their behalf. However, the writer had very limited knowledge of the facility and operations 

of the CCC. To inform the approach to data collection and follow necessary processes for approval and 

information-sharing, the writer formed a small leadership team for this project to support the 

identification of stakeholders, opportunities and processes.  

As stated above, the Project sought to determine whether the lack of childminding services at the CCC 

was an impediment to accessing the justice system. To test this hypothesis, two sets of research were 

required: the first, to identify the frequency and impact of children at the CCC; and the second, to 

determine the frequency with which people do not attend the CCC because they do not have care for 

children. To fully understand the potential benefit of childminding at the CCC, both experiences needed 

to be captured. This Report only captures the former. Without the latter, knowledge gaps exist. Youth 

Court was not included in this study as, and notwithstanding there are examples in the Case Studies of 

specific waiting rooms for youth who are required to appear at a youth criminal justice court, it was 

deemed out of the scope of this study by the Justice Constellation and the Leadership Team.   

Quantitative data was collected by counting the number of children who accompanied an adult to the 

CCC on four floors of the CCC, predominantly in the South Tower. The qualitative data collection 

comprised three activities: 
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1. Focus groups with frontline service providers, some of whom represent justice-serving agencies 

within the CCC with experience of supporting participants/clients who are required to appear at 

the CCC with the questionnaire for focus group participants found in Appendix A; 

 

2. A brief online survey available for CCC administration to provide their perspective on children at 

the CCC; and 

 

3. An invitation to the Judiciary at the CCC to provide feedback on children in the courtroom by 

way of a survey questionnaire.   

Furthermore, with the support of the Community Service Learning program at the University of Calgary, 

five students from the Development Studies degree program made a capstone project of completing 

secondary research for this project. The students were each tasked with completing research related to 

a systemic barrier to accessing justice, in addition to an over-view review of Case Studies of where 

childminding services are provided at courthouses in other jurisdictions. This secondary research was 

instrumental in completing this research project and has been incorporated where appropriate.  

Lastly, the writer pursued a Second Opinion Review through a Project Ethics Community Consensus 

Initiative (ARECCI). This service is available provided by Alberta Innovates. According to their website, 

ARECCI “supports practitioners, agencies and organizations to ensure that ethical risks are identified and 

mitigated in non-research project.” Because this Project was not carried out through an academic 

institution with its own ethics guidelines and procedures, this service proved invaluable to verify and 

confirm methodology and approach. 

Observably, the CCC is not unaware of the unique needs of children who sometimes occupy its hallways 

and courtrooms. It is worth noting that there is a “small children’s” area on the 7th floor of the South 

Tower for visitors accessing Justice and Solicitor General Resolution Services. At the far end of the 

hallway are a few dozen books on a book case, a soft mat for little ones to sit on, and a handful of toys. 

For children who are required to testify as a witness, the system of support is robust and 

comprehensive. The Government of Alberta provides a Victims Services Program and may mobilize 

several testimonial aids, including a support person and closed-circuit television (AJSG, 2008). CCC was 

the first court centre to allow for a trauma dog to join a child on the stand in the courtroom (Global 

News, 2014), another valuable attempt to meet the needs of children during this anxious time.  

 CASE STUDIES 

As is evidenced around the world, childminding at the 

courthouse is not a novel idea.  Based on the research readily 

available in academic literature and online resources, there is 

a large and diverse number of programs in countries across 

the developed world, that have sought to address issues 

related to childminding.  It is demonstrative of a commonly 

identified need, and an opportunity to implement 

programming and service delivery unique to the demand, 

Re. California Children’s Waiting 

Rooms "The courts should be 

accessible to all people. We must 

take care of the children so it’s 

possible for [the adults] to take care 

of their business”  

  - (Guthrie, 2011, p. 42). 
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capacity and local context. Table 1 provides a partial, though not exhaustive list of courthouses around 

the world with some form of childminding available.   

The vast majority of those listed below are in the United States2.  

Table 1: Examples of jurisdictions that provide a form of childminding for courthouse visitors. 

Location:  Comments:  

United States 

California, USA  See case study.  

Colorado, USA  The 2005 'Family-Friendly Courts Act’ "creates a program to provide quality 

family-friendly court services to families and the children of people who are 

attending court proceedings or related matters and to serve as a central 

location for the dissemination of information to families about resources and 

services relating to at-risk youth, employment counseling, employment 

training and placement, health education and counseling, financial 

management, education, legal counseling and referral, mediation, domestic 

abuse and domestic violence, fatherhood programs, and substance abuse." 

(CSG, 2005). As a result of the Act, several counties within Colorado have 

child care at their court centers, including Denver. (NCSC)  

D.C., USA  

  

  

The main court in D.C. has a child care center that is available for the children 

of jurors, witnesses, and others who need care, ages 2 through 12 years, 

while their parents are at the court. The center is staffed by two full-time 

employees, and four part-time. (NCSC)  

Florida, USA  The court systems in both Miami and Orlando have child care centers. 'A 

Place for Children' in Orlando specifically tries to link high-risk families with 

available social services. (NCSC)  

Illinois, USA  See case study.  

Indiana, USA  Lake Circuit County Court opened its Children's Room in 2006 after a grant 

from the Indiana Bar Association (NCSC).  

Kentucky, USA  Thirteen separate courts in Kentucky have some form of child care in their 

courthouse. The Children's Waiting Room in Louisville is run by Exploited 

                                                           
2 For a scan of what’s possible for supporting children and their caregivers, see Farber, J., Hudson, L., and Williams, P.H. “Children in the Halls of 

Justice - A report on child care in the courts” (1995) Centre for the Study of Social Policy.  The report has suggestions and recommendations on 

improving the quality of the programs for the municipal governments and for the state government, and lays out the foundation of these 

programs in various states. The report surveyed out all the varying characteristics of every operating court-based child care programs in the 

States and mapped the range from small unsupervised areas equipped with children's toys to formal child care centers that utilizes both paid 

and volunteer staff.   The report concluded that the purpose and drive for the implementation of these programs was because of the 

recognized need for it. They stated that "it seemed apparent to the program founders that a child care program would protect children from 

unseemly court businesses while it facilitated the smooth and decorous transactions of judicial proceedings" (p. 3).  
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Children’s Help Organization, which is a "non-profit volunteer organization 

committed to reducing the incidence and trauma of child victimization and 

exploitation" (NCSC).   

Maryland, USA  Two counties in Maryland have child care in their courthouse, the first of 

which was established in 2000 (NCSC).   

Massachusetts, USA   The Trial Court Child Care Project in Boston provides drop-in child care to 

those who need, but employees also connect families with social services 

that correspond to individual's needs. Chelsea and Fall River County also 

have child care centers (NCSC).   

Minnesota, USA  The Fourth Judicial District has free child care available, but just for jurors 

(NCSC).   

Nevada, USA  Clark County, which contains the city of Las Vegas, has a children's play area, 

but it is only for parents filling out paperwork and they must be there at all 

times. Reno Municipal Court has a child care facility that opened in 2005 

(NCSC).   

New Jersey, USA  Two New Jersey Courts have child care, including the state supreme court. 

Passaic County has had free childcare for children two to six since 1995 

(NCSC).  

New York, USA  See case study.  

North Carolina, USA  Mecklenburg County opened Children’s Play and Care Centre, Inc., "to assist 

parents with child care during courthouse visits and offers quality care, 

including developmentally and culturally appropriate activities, on all days 

that the court is in operation." (NCSC)   

Oregon, USA  CourtCare is a free drop-in child care program for children six weeks to five 

years old. It is located in downtown Portland's Multnomah County 

Courthouse and is operated by Volunteers of America Oregon (NCSC).  

Pennsylvania, USA   There has been a drop-in day care in the municipal court in Philadelphia since 

1915 (Hudson & Williams, 1995, p. 1230). Since then at least two other 

centers have been established in Pennsylvania (NCSC).  

Washington, USA  Kent, Seattle, and Spokane Washington all have child-minding in their court 

centers. In Spokane, the centre is just as the domestic violence court, while 

in Seattle it is at the Seattle Justice Centre (NCSC).    

West Virginia, USA  West Virginia established a new family court system January 1, 2002. "The 

Supreme Court of West Virginia used federal funds to create model 

"children’s waiting rooms" in family court facilities in Raleigh and Ohio 

counties and to produce Visiting the Courthouse: A Kids Guide to the Courts 

of West Virginia." (NCSC)  
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International (outside United States) 

Australia  See case study.  

Northern Ireland, UK  Family courts in Northern Ireland have a separate waiting room for children 

who are not associated directly in the case, but might be accompanying their 

parent and/or sibling (Department of Justice, 2014, p. 3).   

Trinidad and Tobago  See case study.  

 

THE NEW YORK STATE CHILDREN’S CENTERS IN THE COURTS PROGRAM 

In 1988, New York State established a Permanent Judicial Commission on Justice for Children to protect 
and promote the rights of children involved in the court system (OCA, 2013).  The Commission initiated 
the Children’s Centers in the Courts program in 1994 based on research demonstrating that a large 
number of children were coming with their caregivers to the court centers and into the courtrooms 
because they had no other safe place to go (OCA, 2013).  The program is now administered by the Office 
of Court Administration’s Division of Professional and Court Services, but the Commission is still involved 
in the project and gives advices, supports and counsel where needed (Rockland County YWCA, n.d.).  

The presence of children in the courtroom was shown to be detrimental to the court proceedings as 

children can be disruptive (OCA, 2013) More importantly, it was also shown to be uncomfortable and 

even traumatizing for the children, because of the confusing and sometimes hostile environment of the 

court centre (Rockland County YWCA, n.d.)  The children’s centers were initially created to run in all 

types of court centers to respond to this need. Unfortunately, in 2008 massive budget cuts reduced the 

scope of the program by half. At this point it appears that they decided to focus primarily on maintaining 

centers at Family Courts, though there are a number of other court centers that still host children’s 

centers. 

Service Delivery Model 

The State government established the Children’s Centers in the Courts program, but it is run through 

multiple contracts with non-profit organizations that carry out the day-to-day work. Two major 

organizations involved are the YWCA and Safe Horizons, both of which are responsible for multiple 

locations and will be discussed in more detail below. Each organization may adapt the program to some 

degree to ensure services are meeting the local needs and assets of the community. For example, in 

Monroe, the Children’s Center is run by the University of Rochester’s School of Medicine and uses the 

time with the children to provide medical and developmental screenings (NYS Permanent Judicial 

Commission, n.d.).  

There is also a diversity of external and additional resources that are found at all or most of the centers. 

For example, the Children’s Center Literacy Project was established in 2001 with the goal of making all 

centers a place where children and parents could experience a literacy-positive environment and be 

sent home with a free book (NYS Permanent Judicial Commission, n.d.). Tens of thousands of children 

have been sent home with books, and studies have shown that this kind of literacy encouragement has a 
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positive effect on child literacy rates (NYS Permanent Judicial Commission, n.d.). The centers are also 

generally equipped with many toys and snacks to keep the kids happy and entertained. 

Statistics collected at the centers have shown that the majority of children using the centers are less 

than five years old and too young to attend school (OCA, 2013). These children are typically from poor 

families and undernourished (OCA, 2013). They are recognized generally to have lesser access to health 

care and early childhood education (OCA, 2013). In light of this information, the Children’s Centers 

Program is used as an opportunity to intervene in these situations by connecting parents and guardians 

with other poverty reduction programs such as Head Start and Child Health Plus (OCA, 2013). The goal is 

that attending court has the potential to do good in the lives of those families living in poverty. 

YWCA 

Various branches of the YWCA in New York State have taken the responsibility of operations for 
Children’s Centers at eight local courthouses. These branches are run semi-independently and so each 
Center looks a little different. The YWCA of Western New York manages two Centers, both in Erie 
County. The first is the County Family Court and the Buffalo City Court. The website for these Centers 
emphasized safety and security for the children, with instructions such as “Caregivers must give their 
location in the court upon dropping off their children” and “No visitors or interviewers allowed within 
the centre” (YWCA Western New York, n.d.). The Erie County Centers run full-time during court hours, 
but children are limited to a stay of three consecutive hours (YWCA Western New York, n.d.). 

Safe Horizon 

Safe Horizon is a New York State-based organization that specializes in assisting victims of crime and 

abuse. They are responsible for six court Children’s Centers, including one of the few that still run at 

Criminal Courts at the Kings County Criminal Court in Brooklyn. These Centers, unlike the YWCA 

programs, are organized as a unit. A teacher runs each Centre, with paid nursery attendants from the 

Office of Court Administration (OCA) and additional volunteers to assist him or her (Safe Horizon, n.d.). 

The OCA provides nursery attendants to many of the centers throughout the State (OCA, 2013). In 

addition to regular volunteers the program also uses stipend workers from the Foster Grandparent 

Program (Safe Horizon, n.d.). All staff are trained to care for children who have never been away from 

their parents/guardians before, as well as children who may have been abused or have disabilities or 

behavioural issues (Safe Horizon, n.d.). This program, organized by New York City Department for the 

Aging, connects grandparents who are willing to volunteer their time to children in at-risk situations like 

the Children’s Centers (Safe Horizon, n.d.). The Centers are also able to run full time, alongside court 

hours and, unlike the YWCA Children’s Centre, do not have a time limit for each child’s stay (Safe 

Horizon, n.d.). 

Eligibility and Use 

The centers are generally created for the exclusive use of children who are themselves attending court, 

or whose caregivers are attending court. While some limit use to children whose caregivers are 

attending family court, others are open to anyone attending any court. For example, in Rockland County 

the Children’s Centre is located on the same floor as the family court for convenience, but is open to the 

entire building (Rockland County YWCA, n.d.). Children’s Centers are intended for children between the 

ages of six weeks and twelve years (OCA, 2013). The programs are free. A few of the centers have limits 
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on the number of children who can be registered at one time due to limited space. A report published 

by the Permanent Judicial Commission on Justice for Children stated that the then 32 centers served 

52,000 children annually (NYS Permanent Judicial Commission, 2005). No reports have shown any more 

recent data, but it can be assumed that the present numbers are lower as a result of the reduction in 

services stemming from the aforementioned 2008 budget cuts.  These cuts and other shifts in service 

delivery have resulted in a few centers closing, while other have had to reduce their hours. For example, 

the Children’s Center in Albany went from hosting a 9am-5pm service to a 9am-1pm service in 2014 

(Albany CAP, n.d.). 

Funding 

Funding for the Children’s Centers is split between the State program and the non-profit organizations 

providing the services. They fundraise through individual donors as well as specific groups such as the 

Friends of Family Court Children’s Center who help keep the programs running (Albany CAP, n.d.). The 

centers make use of volunteers in addition to their paid staff and donated items such as books and toys. 

ILLINOIS: CHILD WAITING ROOMS 

Illinois' court system is run on a county by county basis, although not every county has a courthouse. For 

the case study, four counties with some form of child-minding were analyzed.  

Cook County, Illinois 

Cook County contains the city of Chicago and some of its suburbs. There are eight different courthouses 

within Cook County that have child-minding; the first of which was established in 1973 (Cook County 

Court, 2017a). The child care rooms are referred to as the 'Child Advocacy Rooms'. Their collective 

mission statement is to provide a "safe and nurturing environment where children may stay while their 

parents or guardians attend court proceedings." (NCSC, n.d.) They are intended to spare children from 

exposure to the stressful, emotionally charged atmosphere of a courtroom (NCSC, n.d.). Notably, the 

notion of limiting trauma for children was an important theme that ran throughout the Illinois case 

study.   

The program is free for anyone who is at the court center, except jurors. It is run by both paid staff and 

volunteers. In addition, they have a "Take-A-Book-Program" that is offered to every child who utilizes 

the service (Cook County Court, 2017a). The books are provided by community donation. Five out of the 

eight centers are available to children two to twelve, and the other three accept children from infancy 

up to sixteen years of age (Cook County Court, 2017a). Games, arts and crafts, and toys are also offered. 

Food is provided through donations from The Greater Chicago Food Depository (NCSC, n.d.).  

Furthermore, the Cook County Child Advocacy Room works in conjunction with a Child Advocacy Clinic 

that is also at the courthouse. The advocacy clinic is a "mental health assessment and referral clinic for 

children and parents involved in domestic violence" (Cook County Court, 2017b). Children are referred 

to the Advocacy Clinic from staff at the Child Advocacy Room. The clinic is staffed by a therapist who can 

meet with parents and/or children, and make referrals to other therapists or to appropriate service 

agencies where applicable. The Child Advocacy Clinic was established in 1999 (Cook County Court, 

2017b).  
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Kane County, Illinois 

Concerning child waiting rooms in Illinois, judges were originally reluctant, but they frequently and 

consistently ended up leading the charge to establish the child-minding programs. The strongest 

advocate for a child’s waiting room in Kane County, Judge Tom Muetter, explicitly sighted it as a 

necessary evil, because whether they liked it or not, kids were showing up to the courthouse (Martin, 

2011, p. 15). Furthermore, he also identified the problem of the psychological trauma that can occur 

when a child is forced to sit through court proceedings. Judge Muetter recognized that "many court 

patrons simply can't afford to pay for child care" (Martin, 2011, p. 15). Thus, an initiative to move 

forward resulted in the establishment of the program in 1993. Kane County’s waiting room is unique 

because a large portion of its funding comes from community donations, including an annual Christmas 

fundraiser (p. 15). The room is stocked with toys, games, books, computers, and full-time staff 

members. It is free of charge and open to children aged two to twelve whose caregiver is required to 

attend the courthouse for any reason. The waiting room is located in an accessible location on the first 

floor of the court center (Kane County Bar Association, n.d.).  

Peoria County, Illinois 

Peoria is the only county in Illinois identified that had an unsuccessful attempt at establishing child-

minding in their court system. The program opened on October 6, 2006, and closed in 2014 (Journal 

Star, 2014). Contrary to the experience in other Illinois counties, the center was averaging just three to 

five kids a day (Journal Star, 2014). The program was funded in part through an eight-dollar civil filing 

fee, and as a result of the low attendance numbers, the local county government voted against 

continuing its operations (Journal Star, 2014). Subsequently, the program was shut down. It is worth 

noting that the program was run off-site.   

 

Lake County, Illinois 

In Lake County, the child-minding center was forced to move across the street from the courthouse 

during some renovations, and subsequently saw their attendance drastically reduce. The drop-in 

attendance almost shut the program down (Hrycyniak, 2017b, p. 2). In discussions, Sue Hrycyniak, the 

Program Coordinator, stressed "location, location, location".3 The program is now on the first floor of 

the Courthouse, close to the elevators, and next to the four family courtrooms (Hrycyniak, 2017b, p. 2).  

The program in Lake County is called 'Kids' Korner". Their mission is to "provide a safe and fun waiting 

area to children who are in the courthouse to testify in court or whose parents or guardians are 

conducting court business." (19th Judicial Circuit Court, n.d.) The Kids' Korner program opened in the Fall 

of 1994. A survey was done by individuals to tally the number of children coming into the courthouse, 

and the number was substantial enough they decided it was a need. Judges, attorneys, representatives 

from other departments in the courthouse (Circuit Clerk, Sherriff's Office, etc.), and public organizations 

were involved in the initial task force that established Kids' Korner (Hrycyniak, 2017b, p. 1). Each 

department within the courthouse was able to give their input on their experience with children in the 

                                                           
3 Hrycyniak, personal communication, March 15, 2017 
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courthouse. They found that "children [were] often brought to the Lake County Courthouse, either to 

accompany parents or guardians conducting court business or to testify in court...children were left 

unattended in hallways or exposed to inappropriate adult business." (p.1). Specifically, Judge Jane 

Waller led the push for the program as she, similarly to Judge Muetter in Kane County, deemed it a 

“necessary evil” to limit the potential trauma for children.   

The Kids' Korner waiting room, not a day-care is funded through a nine-dollar fee applied to all civil 

filings (p. 3). The program was originally run entirely by volunteers, but they now have two full-time 

employees, one part-time employee, and seven volunteers. The volunteers are generally seniors, or 

older children fulfilling a volunteer requirement (p. 3-4). Every employee and volunteer is required to go 

through a criminal background check. Sue Hrycyniak, Program Coordinator, identified finding volunteers 

as one of the biggest challenges in keeping the program running (p. 5).   

The program is free for any child two to twelve whose parent or guardian is using the Lake County Court 

for any reason (Hrycyniak, 2017a, p. 6). Every form Kids' Korner has is also available in Spanish. The 

waiting room is open from 8:30 am to 12:15 pm and from 1:15 pm to 5:00 pm seven days a week (p. 6). 

Their room can only hold up to nine children at a time. It has a variety of toys, and a bank of computers 

for the kids to utilize. Moreover, Lake County also utilizes the Give-A-Book project, enabling each child 

to take a book if they’re interested (19th Judicial Circuit Court, n.d.).   

When checking in their child, each parent or guardian must fill in a substantial electronic form. They are 

then given a bracelet that matches one on their child. Only a person wearing a matching bracelet can 

pick up their respective child. Parents are not allowed to leave the courthouse while their child is in the 

care of Kids' Korner. In the event that a child is not picked up, the emergency contact previously 

identified on the electronic form, is contacted. However, before a child is released to the emergency 

contact proper identification must be provided. If the emergency contact is unavailable, the parent's 

lawyer is contacted. If their lawyer is unavailable, the Security Office of the Sheriff's Department is called 

(p. 13).  

If the parent is taken into custody while their child is at Kids' Korner, the court will allow the person 

taken into custody to contact someone to pick up his or her child in the waiting room. Once again, 

proper identification must be shown. If that option is unavailable, then the court office will provide the 

waiting room with the name of someone authorized to pick up the child (p. 14). The waiting room has a 

series of 'panic buttons' in the case of an emergency, such as someone trying to come in and take a 

child. (p. 15) Each employee is briefed to look for signs of physical and sexual abuse, and they have 

specific guidelines on how to proceed if they identify a child they suspect has been abused.  

In summary, the variety of child-minding programs set up in Illinois were established with the goal of 

limiting trauma for children. Local governments, and particularly judges, determined that children were 

coming to the courthouse because caregivers had no other option, and thus it was prudent to establish 

the programs. The experiences in Lake County and Peoria County suggest that location is incredibly 

important. Particularly though, the cost of the service matters since a number of service users live on 

low-incomes.  Every program is free to the user, and is funded through community donations and/or a 

civil filing fee.  
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CALIFORNIA: CHILDREN’S WAITING ROOMS 

Since 1985, Children’s Waiting Rooms (CWR) and/or child minding facilities have been required in the 

State of California.  If the courthouse does not have the space to provide those services, they are 

required to accommodate a children’s waiting room when the building undergoes a renovation or in the 

construction of a new building.  With 58 counties in the state, many counties have been able to build 

these child rooms within their facilities while others continue to struggle to make these services 

operational. 

"It is the policy of the state that each court shall endeavor to provide a children’s waiting room in each 

courthouse for children whose parents or guardians are attending a court hearing as a litigant, witness, 

or for other court purposes as determined by the court. To defray that expense, monthly allocations for 

children’s waiting rooms shall be added to the monthly apportionment under subdivision (a) of Section 

68085 for each court where a children’s waiting room has been established or where the court has elected 

to establish that service."  - California Code, Government Code 70640 

Across the state, programs are funded by the state-run Children's Waiting Room Fund, which collects 

funds from civil and court filing fees that is then redirected back to the courthouses. Filing fees can be as 

high as $10 and as low as $0. Each county that does offer the service has flexibility regarding the model 

of delivery and operation. The following case study will highlight CWRs in two urban centers; San 

Francisco and Sacramento.   

San Francisco: Women Lawyers Alliance 

In San Francisco, CWRs were created for the protection of children, not as an initiative in lessening the 

effects of poverty on families (Guthrie, 2011).  Child protection was the driving principle informing the 

San Francisco Women Lawyers Alliance (SFWLA) to advocate for childminding at the courts more than 

20 years ago.  As one member stated "I don’t want children to see their parents incarcerated, in 

handcuffs... When children were brought into the courtrooms, they were not only exposed to the 

seamier side of the proceedings, but they, being children, could be very disruptive to the serious and 

important business that was taking place" (Guthrie, 2011, p. 41).  

Alleviating the impacts of poverty was not the primary reason for the SFWLA to embark on this project, 

however following implementation, it was observed that lower income families benefit the most from 

these services. Rebecca Wightman, a child support commissioner for the Superior Court, emphasizes 

that "the availability of the [child-minding] program means greater access to justice and the courts, 

particularly for lower-income individuals" (Guthrie, 2011, p. 44). Poverty should not be a barrier to 

families accessing services, especially within the justice system. 

Early in the establishment of the program, struggles with funding and appropriate locations were 

significant. The SFWLA launched publicity campaigns and were able generate grants to fund the 

program. Their attempts at finding locations for the program led to a partnership with the Northern 

California Service League, a nonprofit agency. The agency is primarily responsible for creating "safer, 

healthier communities by helping the incarcerated and the formerly incarcerated become responsible 

and contributing members of society".  It was through this partnership that the agency administered 

CWR services (Guthrie, 2011, p. 42).  
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San Francisco has two locations for Children’s Waiting Rooms, one in Redwood City in the Hall of Justice 

and the other in the Civic Centre Courthouse. They have established that the program offers childcare-

like services where the children are supervised by trained court staff. These staff members have the 

responsibility to play with and create a positive atmosphere for the children to give them respite of sorts 

from the challenges at home and perhaps, from the reasons that have brought their caregiver to court.  

In addition to a nurturing and positive environment, staff may provide families with food, clothing, and 

referrals to external supports and services. 

Denise Bradford, Coordinator for the Civic Centre Courthouse CWR, and Maire Larkin, Manager of the 

CWR at the Hall of Justice, have each been at the helm of their programs for more than a decade. Their 

programs serve children from infancy up to teenagers. The duration of the stay fluctuates from thirty 

minutes to a full day or as long as a trial might last. The program is open to all visitors conducting 

business at the courthouse. The program provides for physical needs. The staff provides children with 

one nutritional snack a day and if some children come with a need for clothing, then in those cases staff 

gives them a set of clean clothing from donations. However, the program struggles with providing the 

emotional support that many of the visiting children need as some are coming from environments 

plagued by domestic violence, custody battles, divorce, and separation from parents or siblings.   

Sacramento has four courthouses which have installed Children’s Waiting Room services in Sacramento, 

with respective capacities of 10, 16, 16 and 24 children. The length of stay for most visiting children 

ranges from one to three hours, based on the length of time required by parents to conduct business 

with the courts (F. Cabrera, personal communication, March 3, 2017). In February 2017, the total 

number of children served was 421 from 286 families (see Table 2). 

Since December 2005, the Sacramento County Office of Education staff have run the CWR services, 

however with ballooning costs of delivering service, the courts outsourced the operation to less costly 

service provision in 2011/2012. The Sacramento Court has since sub-contracted delivery of service to 

the YMCA of Superior California in all its CWRs. These facilities are within the courts, and as long as 

parents are accessing the courts, they can drop off their children in safe, clean, and joyful environments 

for free. Jurors are excluded from accessing CWR services, as are support people, witnesses and those 

accompanying the guardians. The YMCA's role is to provide qualified and trained staff to provide the 

early childhood education services to children, ranging from 0 to 12 years of age.  

Overview of Program Costs  

The agreement signed in 2011 was for three years with funding requirements not to exceed $689,999 

over that period of time.  Fiscal year 2011/2012, the YMCA were paid $214,879, 2012/2013 they 

received $ 225,667, and 2013/2014 they received $249,453. Since then, the Court and YMCA have 

renewed their contract. The significant majority of operating costs from the YMCA of Superior California 

are directed towards staffing and payroll expenses.  

Table 2: Usage rates of Children’s Waiting Rooms across 4 Sacramento Courthouses 
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Month:   

February 2017  

William 

Ridgeway 

Family Relations 

Court 

Gordon D. 

Schaber 

Downtown 

Court 

BT Collins 

Juvenile Centre  

Carol Miller 

Justice Centre  
Total 

Total Number of 

Children Served  

360  16  17  28  421  

0-5  143  8  4  20  175 

6-10  173 7  11  7  198 

11-17  44 1  2  1  48 

Total Number of 

Families Served  

250  10  10  16  286  

      

Average Length 

of Stay (hrs) 

2  1  1.5  1  1.4  

Total Number of 

Children Unable 

to Serve  

0  0  0  0  0  

Total Number of 

Accidents  

0  0  0  0  0  

Source: Monthly Court Figures February 2017 (F. Cabrera, personal communication, March 3, 2017).  

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO FAMILY COURT AND WAITING ROOMS 

A Family Court was established as a Pilot Project in Port of Spain, Republic of Trinidad and Tobago in 

2004. It remains as the only Family Court although a second one is slated for San Fernando in the South 

part of Trinidad. The Family Court is designed to have a calmer and less intimidating atmosphere to help 

resolve family applications and conflicts with as little negativity and hostility as possible. The Family 

Court has a Children’s Waiting Room and a Youth Waiting Room, for the use of children whose 

parents/guardians/adults are using Family Court services or are part of court applications. 

In conversation with the Assistant Manager of the Family Court, Eleanor Sammy-Ricques, she stated that 

the installment of the Waiting Rooms was done at the same time as the establishment of the Family 

Court. Although the specific results of a survey to determine the interest and feasibility of such a service 

were not made available to the researcher, it was communicated that a survey had been carried out.  

Responses confirmed that there was in fact a need and the service would be a valuable addition to the 

new Family Court. 

The Trinidad and Tobago Children’s Waiting Room cares for children between the ages of 3 months to 

10 years of age. The Youth Waiting Room cares for children between 11 and 17 years of age (Trinidad & 

Tobago, 2013). Day Care Officers and Youth Officers are trained professionals who supervise the 

children and youth in the waiting rooms. In conversation with administration of the waiting rooms, it 
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was clearly communicated that although the title of staff includes a Day Care Officer, these facilities are 

not daycares. Daycares have more legal requirements and are considered to be more cumbersome and 

resource-intensive to implement.  This distinction is one that is shared across the other Case Studies 

within this report. 

The Children’s Waiting Room has age-appropriate activities for the children including reading, puzzle 

building, educational games, and physical activities. The Youth Waiting Room has group interactive 

discussions, arts and crafts, puzzles, games, books, music, videos, movies, and computer services. 

Before a child/youth is accepted in the Waiting Rooms there are some requirements that must be met. 

First, it must be confirmed that the guardians/parents are involved in Family Court proceedings on that 

very day. Second, identification of the guardian/parent must be provided such as a driver’s license, 

passport, or national identification card. Third, three forms must be filled in. The first form is an 

agreement to adhere to the policies and procedures of the Waiting Rooms. The second form is to make 

the waiting room supervisors aware of the children’s personal history, medical information, emergency 

contact information, and permission to treat the child/youth in the case of medical emergencies. 

However, the form explicitly states that any medicine to be administered must be given by the 

parent/guardian him/herself. The third and final form is a retrieval form that confirms the 

parent’s/guardian’s satisfaction with the care provided. If the parent/guardian does not take the 

children/youth at the end of the day, the Waiting Room will contact local authorities for child services. 

To the best knowledge of the researcher, the Waiting Rooms do not provide specific trauma-informed 

practice, counselling or education for the children/youth. The primary role of the service is to keep 

children from distracting the parties attending the Family Court as well as keeping children safe from the 

potential shocks and trauma that witnessing court cases may cause.  

WESTERN AUSTRALIA WAITING ROOMS 

According to the Family Court of Western Australia website (Family Court of Western Australia, n.d.) 

“the Child Minding Centre is a free service available to parties attending their Family Court case” located 

in the city of Perth, Australia. The court system has a childminding centre but only when the child is 

attending the court for a family issue or a family related dispute inside the court centre and there are 

very strict rules that they must follow. They are only allowed to be held in the child minding room for 

three hours at a time, and there are time restraints as to when the room is open. The room is run by 

professionally trained individuals, able to care for the children for as long as required so the caregiver 

may get their legal issue addressed. There is also a limit as to how many children may be allowed into 

the childminding centre, so if it is over capacity parents need to find other arrangements while they are 

attending court. Children with illnesses will not be allowed into the room as it may lead to an outbreak 

throughout the court centre. A parent must sign the child in and out of the room, and only the parents 

may get the child at the end of the court session, allowing a more safe and private way of allowing kids 

to stay in the room and have a safe environment while their parents are in court. There are guidelines 

listed that parents must follow ensuring that the staff know all important information about the child 

before dropping them off for the day.  
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A coordinator of the Family Services who was contacted through email was insistent on ensuring that 

this service is only available to parents attending Family Court and for no other visitors. It was also 

important to confirm that the service provided is not a daycare, but rather waiting room where a 

professional will watch over the children until the parents are finished addressing their matter.  Similarly 

reinforced were the strict guidelines in place and if the child does not meet them then parents need to 

find alternative care for the child.  

Upon further conversation with a member of Administration of the Western Australia Family Services, 

overall the two childminding services that Western Australia offers seems to be working for the 

communities that they are implemented in. There is a demand for other rooms and services for all court 

centers, but the demand is not there for the country to want to do anything about it. More rooms and 

rooms that offer a broader set of services could benefit visitors to the courthouse, however further 

advocacy and public awareness is required to expand efforts. 

QUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTION 

Construction of the CCC began in 2004 and doors were 

opened to the public in 2007. At the time of its construction, 

it was one of North America’s largest consolidated justice 

facilities (NORR, n.d.). Members of the public enter the 

building on the east side facing 5th street SW. The lobby is 

relatively small, with a large security desk and 4 security 

entrances with metal detectors. Visitors are required to take 

off jewelry and belts, plus any other items in their pockets 

that may trigger the metal detectors. All bags and coats 

must be sent through an x-ray machine.  Lawyers and other 

legal professionals have a secure pass that allows them 

access through a separate gate. In the early mornings and after lunch, line-ups can have more than a 

dozen people waiting to get through security.   

Once through security, there is a large information desk. One needs to walk along either side of the 

information desk to access a bank of screens with docket schedules. Behind the bank of screens is the 

elevator bank. 6 elevators buzz up and down all day long between the first and twelfth floors. On certain 

floors, one can access a second bank of elevators which provide access to floors 13 to 24. On each floor, 

a person can access the North or South Towers; the South Tower is largely the Provincial Court of 

Alberta, while much of the North Tower is the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta. It is an immense 

building of glass and steel with 73 courtrooms between the Court of Appeal, Court of Queen’s Bench, 

and Provincial Court, including Civil Claims (formerly Small Claims), Criminal, Family, Traffic and Youth 

Courts) (Provincial Court, n.d.). 

The quantitative research was to collect observational data concerning the frequency of children, aged 0 

to 12, visiting the CCC with a caregiver. Originally, the research lead planned to count children in the 

lobby, but this would not provide any information concerning where the caregiver and child were 

travelling within the CCC. The Leadership Team suggested that this information would be important to 

capture in the final Report. Therefore, specific floors were selected for counting children, based on 

“I’m exposed to stuff out there in the 

homes, trying to do my job. But 

there’s trauma in the home already, 

and we’re dragging all the kids to 

court. Re-exposing them to the 

trauma, and the trauma that 

everyone else is going through.”   

- Focus Group Participant 
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anecdotal evidence that these floors already experienced a higher number of children. Furthermore, 

these were identified as floors where courtrooms dealt with sensitive content, family matters, and 

where average stays were longer than one hour.   

Traffic, Criminal and Queen’s Bench, for example, were not areas where data was collected. Though it 

was noted that children are often observed at Traffic Court on the 2nd floor, visits were typically not 

multiple hours in duration and the environment was a rather business-like one. People came to the floor 

to pay or appeal a traffic ticket and then went on their way. Criminal Court and Queen’s Bench typically 

experience a lower volume of visitors in general and, based on feedback from those who work in the 

CCC, children are very rarely observed. However, that is not to say that children aged 0 to 12 years never 

appear in those areas, and those that do may also be in need of childminding services. 

It was crucial to capture the frequency of children visiting those floors and areas of the building where it 

was believed there would be the greatest number of children. Furthermore, based on the Case Studies 

and anecdotal feedback, childminding services and children at the CCC are most often associated with 

the Provincial Court of Alberta, Calgary Family and Youth Court and family-related matters, including 

Emergency Protective Orders, Domestic Violence and Child Welfare matters. It was for this reason that 

we chose to observe specific floors to provide more definitive data by floor, rather than the general data 

collected at the lobby point of entry. Legal issues involving family matters are the third most frequently 

reported legal problems in Alberta (Lieb, 2012, p.45). 

With the support of volunteers from the Justice Studies program at Bow Valley College, this research 

observed the number of children appearing in the South Tower on floors 5, 7, and 12 each morning from 

9:00 am to 12:00 pm during the days set out in the Table below. Volunteers also observed the North 

Tower of the 10th Floor for three afternoons. Table 3 is a schedule of when and where data was 

collected, and the results of the collection.  

Volunteers were instructed to collect several data points, and to document observations hourly: 

• Individuals without children; 

• Unaccompanied individuals with children who appeared to be under the age of 12; 

• Accompanied individuals with children who appeared to be under the age of 12; 

• The number of children who appeared to be 0 to 12 months of age; and 

• The number of children who appeared to be 1 to 12 years of age. 

Table 3 – Data Collection Results Summary, Total Numbers 

Number of Children observed at the Calgary Courts Centre 

 

5 South  
(9:00am – 
12:00pm) 

7 South 
(9:00am – 
12:00pm) 

12 South 
(9:00am – 
12:00pm) 

10 North 
(12:00pm – 

3:00pm) 

Total # 
of 

children 

Monday, April 4 # of visitors 89 124 41 65 
4 

children 
# of infant children 0 0 0 0 

# of children, aged 1 to 12 0 4 0 0 

Tuesday, April 5  # of visitors 50 162 24   
15 

children # of infant children 0 4 1   

# of children, aged 1 to 12 0 10 0   
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Wednesday April 6 
and May 24  

# of visitors 38 80 48 66 
7 

children # of infant children 1 2 2 0 

# of children, aged 1 to 12 0 0 2 0 

Thursday, April 7 and 
June 8 

 
 

# of visitors 64 113 53  
14 

children # of infant children 1 3 1  

# of children, aged 1 to 12 1 5 3  

Friday, April 8, June 9 
and June 16 

# of visitors 98 114 153  129 
6 

children # of infant children  3  0 2  0 

# of children, aged 1 to 12  0  3 1  0 
* Boxes in grey are shifts that were never intended for data collection 

Volunteers were asked to comment on any observations they made concerning children while they were 

completing the task of counting. Observations include “one toddler was around all morning,” “one 

mother with an infant and a toddler was very busy, she had no assistance” and “young boy left 

unsupervised while dad went into meeting and mom was on the phone,” “family with 3 adults, 2 

children waited for 3 hours.” On Tuesday, April 4th, there were 15 children who appeared at the CCC 

between just two floors in the South Tower.    

QUALITATIVE DATA COLLECTION 

FOCUS GROUP ANALYSIS 

Invitations were extended to several groups of stakeholders assembled with input from the Leadership 

Team. Perspectives were diverse and came from various sectoral backgrounds, including domestic 

violence, public health, family- and indigenous-serving agencies, government administration and justice-

serving agencies. The intent for the focus groups was to hear from those individuals who serve 

clients/participants through their organizations or frontline service delivery. As has been mentioned, in 

consideration of no plan to collect information from visitors to the CCC directly, we chose to engage 

with frontline service providers regarding their observations of clients/participants or of others who 

attend the CCC.  

The focus groups proved to be an effective and valuable undertaking, both for the researcher and the 

participants. It achieved the cross-sectoral dialogue and sharing of experiences that was hoped for, and 

additionally created connections between individuals that had not previously existed. An unintended 

consequence of the focus groups was to expand the conversation from one that is traditionally held 

solely amongst justice-serving agencies to include other areas of the social sector.   

There were four, one-hour focus groups hosted over a period of two weeks. The conversations were 

held in a central location near the CCC and on the c-train tracks for ease of access. Consent forms were 

provided ahead of the conversations, signed and retained by the researcher for the duration of the 

project. Focus group conversations were recorded for minute-taking purposes, as the Project lead was 

responsible for documenting and facilitating. Audio recordings were not transcribed verbatim, but 

rather reviewed for thematic analysis and anecdotes. These were then summarized by theme, and 
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categorized based on the repetition of certain concepts and experiences. Based on consistency of 

feedback and relevance to the project’s hypothesis, considerations were grouped into primary, 

secondary and tertiary arguments. 

SUMMARY OF FOCUS GROUPS 

The results of the focus groups that speak directly to whether a lack of childminding presents an 

impediment for individuals to access the CCC are found below. These have been broken down into 

primary, secondary and tertiary considerations. 

Primary Considerations: 

• Not attending – We heard from focus group 

attendees that a lack of reliable child care was 

known to prevent people from attending the CCC. 

Not appearing can often have significant impacts on 

the individual and/or the case. There are 

circumstances where a person might appear at the 

CCC with a child and they end up having to attend to 

the child in the hallway, ostensibly missing 

significant portions of their matter as it takes place in the courtroom. If a person does not 

appear, a matter may be withdrawn or stayed, or a judgment could be made against a person in 

their absence. Not appearing at court could result in additional criminal charges, as this leads to 

a failure to appear. As well, in the cases where appointments can be made, if a person does not 

show up at their designated time, it means others could have waited longer than necessary to 

have their matter addressed. It could be argued, that in these circumstances, that not appearing 

or appearing in a less than timely manner, affects and limits the provision of efficient, effective 

and responsive services for others within the CCC but importantly, has a real impact on an 

individual’s ability to access justice and on the results of cases. If the provision of childminding 

facilitated attending to a matter at the CCC, or attending on time, then better outcomes could 

be expected for both the individual, service providers and the system as whole.  

• Not “present” – Many focus group attendees observed that people who did attend the CCC with 

children were often distracted or not focused on the task at hand. In a system that is already 

deeply inaccessible and unnavigable for many of those who are required to access it, having 

children present only makes it more difficult to comprehend and follow. There are instances 

where caregivers are required to leave the courtroom with their child, thereby preventing the 

person from being engaged and informed in their matter. Furthermore, for some individuals 

attending the CCC, their presence and full participation is mandatory. When an individual is 

required to parent, or when a child is causing a disturbance to proceedings, then a person is not 

fully present to the task at hand. We heard from one participant that “we expect our 

participants to be engaged in the process so they’re learning from each other … we need 

everybody in that courtroom to be fully engaged.” 

• General disturbance – Focus group contributors said that judges have the discretion to allow 

children into their courtroom, and some are more lenient than others. However, there is general 

“We hear a lot of stress: What do I 

do? What’s the process? How do I 

care for my children and for myself?  

If you don’t have any friends or 

family, then kids will have to come to 

court.”   

- Focus Group Participant 
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agreement that the courtroom is not a place for children – and this appears to be a legitimate 

stance, for “when there’s 4 of them in there, we can hardly hear what’s being said.” Other focus 

group participants spoke to how their clients or others they have witnessed have had to take 

their crying or restless child out in the hallway, but they can still be heard from within the 

courtroom.   

Secondary Considerations:  

• Few alternatives – One of the questions asked at 

the focus groups was whether individuals made 

referrals to sources of childcare in the city that a 

client or participant might be able to access. The 

only referral they might make is to the Children’s 

Cottage, but many participants were hesitant to 

access this service. There seemed to be an 

assumption that Children’s Cottage was aligned with 

Children and Family Services, and therefore families thought their kids were at risk of being 

removed from the home. Furthermore, the Children’s Cottage respite service involved children 

staying overnight, which many families were not interested in using. No focus group participant 

could name a public, drop-in or one-day child care service in Calgary. Though some of the focus 

group participants worked for organizations that provided childcare or childminding services, 

these were available only to clients of that organization, and some of the services would not 

provide care if the parent was going to be off-site.   

Focus group participants shared that their first task was to help the individual identify natural 

supports who might watch their children. However, this is not an option for many. Sometimes, 

the natural support who would watch the children was the same support person for the 

individual who had to attend court, and sometimes this person was also involved in the matter 

(as a witness, for example). Natural supports were not always reliable, and so previously-made 

arrangements would fall apart the day prior or the morning of the court proceeding. We heard 

that in other instances, the natural support who could watch the children could only do so in the 

presence of a third party, so now that person also had to be identified and secured. In the case 

of one participant associated with a shelter in Calgary, she witnessed caregivers leaving children 

with fellow clients they had just met because they simply had no other option. These 

considerations were all being made in addition to the general anxiety and stress of having to 

appear at the CCC.  

• Child safety and exposure to harmful content – When asked if children should be at the CCC, 

the question was always met with a resounding no. Upon further conversation, this is for a 

number of reasons related to the well-being of the child. First, the CCC is not necessarily a safe, 

child-friendly venue. Some courtrooms see a wide variety of individuals throughout the day, 

some of whom are charged with violent crimes. In certain scenarios, we could see “a hallway of 

twenty people that have been charged with some level of assault, and then there’s little ones 

running around and victims there too.” Individuals accessing the CCC is one consideration, but 

“Some parents are [at the Courts 
Centre] a lot. If children are going to 
be with them, it would be nice if 
children could have a positive 
experience with the Courthouse since 
their lives are already difficult.” 

  - Survey Respondent 
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so is the physical space. “Sometimes kids are left unattended, but they might wander off and 

then Security or the Sheriffs get involved.” 

Furthermore, children were frequently observed being exposed to harmful and inappropriate, 

sometimes traumatizing content, especially in situations of family breakdown or domestic 

violence. Judges have asked caregivers to remove their kids from the courtroom so they did not 

have to hear or see disturbing content. In high-conflict matters related to Child Welfare, Family 

matters, Emergency Protective Orders and Domestic Violence matters, for example, people can 

be yelling, screaming, swearing in the hallways and sometimes in the courtrooms. “Children 

shouldn’t be exposed to that, even if it’s not their own parents doing it, there are adults there 

who are behaving badly, and not taking into consideration that little ones are around.” 

Tertiary Considerations: 

• Burden to service-providing agencies – Several focus group participants shared that it was with 

some frequency that they were required to supervise children at the CCC while their client had a 

legal matter to be dealt with. Staff were pulled away from the office to join a client and child at 

the CCC, or were required to supervise the child rather than provide the important emotional 

and interpretive supports to their client. One focus group participant shared that “Support 

workers should be there to support the caregiver, not babysit” while another stated “Sometimes 

we are the only [healthy] support that a client may have.” 

• General barriers – “[Child care] is one less barrier.” When asked about other barriers to 

accessing the justice system, focus groups agreed that the barriers were many, and the system 

was not meeting the needs of their clients, some of whom are experiencing significant 

marginalization and poverty. Barriers identified ranged from literacy (English as a second 

language, low reading and writing skills, and unintelligible legal jargon and procedure) to daily 

life (transportation, parking costs, missed work and lost earnings) and social stigma (fear of 

being seen by peers, vulnerability, intimidation, not having a support person). 

• Location/Facilities – There was little agreement amongst focus group participants concerning 

the actual location of the service. General agreement existed as it related to convenience for the 

caregiver and utmost safety for the child. Many wondered if the CCC was in fact the best place 

for the service to be provided, however this is contrasted with statements related to 

organizational clients wanting to be in close proximity to their children, in addition to the 

operational and facilities requirements when a child is left in one location while a caregiver 

travels to another venue. The infrastructural, legal and workforce differences are significant 

between childminding (i.e., while the caregiver remains on-site) versus child care (i.e., while the 

caregiver is off-site). 

SURVEY OF COURTS CENTRE ADMINISTRATION 

A survey of CCC Administration was available for completion for 14 days from March 27 to April 10, 

2017. In total, 21 responses were collected. The survey was anonymous, and therefore, we are not privy 

to information related to the roles and capacities of respondents, nor the location of where they work 

inside the CCC. The online survey link was shared with all Justice and Solicitor General staff on-site 

including Resolution Services, Sheriffs, Duty Counsel and Security.  
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Of the survey respondents, two thirds (66.7%) reported 

seeing children on a daily basis, while close to the remainder 

reported seeing at least one child per week. Just short of 

two thirds (61.9%) of respondents believed that children 

impeded court-related activities, though others stated there 

were occasions when children needed to be in attendance.  

Similarly, two thirds of respondents believe children should 

not accompany their caregivers, while others acknowledged 

that there may be occasions when this is required. Survey 

responses echo the commentary found within the Case 

Studies to the effect that the CCC is not an appropriate place 

for children. Nevertheless, children are still coming. Where 

Children’s Waiting Rooms exist in other jurisdictions, this is reminiscent of references to the service as a 

“necessary evil.” For an in-depth summary of the survey, refer to Appendix C. 

WRITTEN SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE FEEDBACK FROM JUDGES 

As noted, the Judiciary of the Provincial Court of Alberta, Calgary Family and Youth Court responded to 

the Survey Questionnaire. The Questionnaire was reviewed by the Deputy Chief Judge of the Provincial 

Court of Alberta and upon completion of the review, it was provided to the Assistant Chief Judge of the 

Court to distribute to the Judiciary. The Questionnaire and Survey Results are set out in Appendix C 

below.  

CONCLUSION 

As previously mentioned, this research remains incomplete without further investigation into individuals 

and caregivers themselves. This research only observes the frequency of children at the CCC and the 

observations of CCC staff and administration concerning children who they witness in the building. The 

perspective of the focus group participants sheds some light on the experiences of caregivers with 

young children who are required to appear at the CCC, but it does not paint the full picture. We 

recommend that additional resources be allocated to survey individuals/caregivers themselves 

concerning the arrangements they make, if any, for their children when they are required to appear at 

the CCC. Additional questions could include the barriers to attending to CCC, personal experiences 

having to attend the CCC with a child or children, and whether an attendee with children would utilize a 

childminding service if it were available to them. 

Without this first-hand perspective, it is challenging to say definitively whether a lack of childminding 

services is indeed a barrier to accessing the justice system. However, based on the feedback from those 

who work at the CCC, and those who serve clients who need to access the CCC, it is common to see 

children in the building, and this scenario rarely benefits their caregivers, court proceedings or the 

children themselves. In fact, their presence at the CCC can be detrimental to all those involved. 

“1) The courthouse is not a place 

children should be - the level of 
conflict they are being exposed to by 
simply being in the courthouse is not 
acceptable… 2) children impede 
parties from being able fill out 
paperwork and also from absorbing 
what is being told to them with 
regard to their applications.” 

  - Survey Respondent 
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There was great appetite amongst those who participated in 

the study to improve the system for CCC visitors with young 

children. However, of those who were asked, there was a 

lack of consensus concerning how best to do so. Most were 

in favour of establishing childminding services at the CCC, as 

this was seen to be the most convenient arrangement. The 

Case Studies indicate that children’s waiting rooms on-site 

were accessed most frequently by courthouse visitors. Other focus group participants believed that 

although childminding services could be helpful, they belied a bigger systemic problem related to family 

matters (which is beyond the scope of this Report).   

Noting the frequency with which children appear at the CCC does not automatically translate to a need 

to implement solutions. Perhaps a much stronger argument for implementing a solution is the impact 

that appearing at the CCC may have on children.  

Currently, the opportunity to further the work held within this Project resides with the Justice Sector 

Constellation. If the Constellation would like to mobilize the findings of this Report and take action on 

the recommendations, they may be taking on a significant investment in time and effort, the results of 

which may not be seen for years. However, like all meaningful advocacy initiatives, incremental change 

is what often leads to the most sustainable and positive impact. 

  

“Should have something set up for 
children to keep them active and 
engaged during the caregiver's court 
appearance” 

  - Survey Respondent 
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APPENDIX A – QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FOCUS GROUPS 

 

1. In your opinion, is finding child care a concern for your clients when they are required to appear at 
the Calgary Court Centre? 

 

2. Does your organization/law practice provide child-minding or support the arrangement of child-
minding for your clients if they have to appear at the Calgary Court Centre?  

 

3. In your experience, what do your clients arrange for child care when they are required to appear at 
the Calgary Court Centre?  

 

4. In your experience, what is the general sentiment of your clients when they are required to appear at 
the Calgary Court Centre?  

 

5. In your opinion, is child care a barrier for your clients when required to access the Calgary Court 
Centre? Are there other barriers that exist for your clients when accessing the Calgary Court Centre e.g., 
transportation, work inflexibility, navigation of the Calgary Court Centre, social isolation, fear of being 
seen by peers or others involved in the legal issue?  

 
6. What, if any, resources, services or organizations do you recommend to your clients for child care 
arrangements when they are required to appear at the Calgary Court Centre?  
 
7. If you have witnessed children accompanying a caregiver at the Calgary Court Centre, in your opinion 
have they been exposed to content that is traumatizing, sensitive or age-inappropriate?  
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APPENDIX B – SURVEY RESULTS 

Survey was administered between March 27 and April 10, 2017 to all administration and staff at the Calgary Courts Centre.  In 

total, 21 responses were collected. Below is a summary of responses. 

1. Do you see young children (approximately 0 to 12 years of age) attending court with their caregiver?  

Answered: 21 Skipped: 0 

 

Answer Choices Responses 

Daily 66.67% 14 

Weekly 28.57% 6 

Monthly 4.76% 1 

Less than once a month 0.00% 0 

Total 21 

 

2. From your perspective, do children impede court-related activities? Answered: 21 Skipped: 0 

 

Answer Choices Responses 

Yes 61.90% 13 

No 0.00% 0 

Sometimes 28.57% 6 

I don’t know 9.52% 2 

Total 21 
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Comments to Question #2: 

In some family matters the children would be subjected to comments made about the other parent and a young child can cause 
a disturbance in the courtroom. I have had to get pens and paper for young children in an effort to divert them and in some 
instances, have been asked to hold a baby while mother is on the stand. 
 
For the most part they are unhappy, tired and just don't want to be here. 
 
1) the courthouse is not a place children should be - the level of conflict they are being exposed to by simply being in the 
courthouse is not acceptable. Studies have shown that exposure to conflict has negative effects on their development 2) 
children impede parties from being able fill out paperwork and also from absorbing what is being told them with regard to their 
applications 
 
The only reason an impediment would occur, it's when children are at the court house, and they are bored in the waiting of the 
administration of paper-work / court workers / and if they are a witness to the often emotional and contentious outbursts by 
general public / gallery in waiting etc - thus they are exposed to a negative emotional scenario. 
 

3. Do you think children should accompany their caregivers to the Calgary Courts Centre? Answered: 21 Skipped: 0 

 

Answer Choices Responses 

Yes 0.00% 0 

No 66.67% 14 

Sometimes 33.33% 7 

Total 21 

 

Comments to Question #3: 

Unless special circumstances wherein its best for child to be with caregiver 
 
Not if it's for a family matter between their parents. It's not appropriate for children to come to the court house for matters 
relating to their parents' separation 
 
BUT, the reality is that some people do not have a choice but to bring their children with them, and the bottom line is it is 
better for the children to be with their parents than to be left with someone who many not be able to provide a safe 
environment for the child. 
 
As I work in family court, I see the judge will often ask children their thoughts on the application, and in other cases, the mother 
has no choice but to attend court with their child when they are seeking a EPO for example, at times these children are crying 
or running around the courtroom which can be disruptive, but we understand it’s an emergency hearing and they did not have 
a choice but to bring their child. 
 
Never - there is never a good reason to bring a child to the courthouse, unless it is Law Day. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Sometimes

No

Yes
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This is the contradictory dilemma for both staff & vested parties. Families in crisis often don't have immediate access to 
resources for children and are forced to bring children into an environment which is conflicting / stressful & frustrating. Which 
can be inadvertently relayed to children - thereby creating a negative experience for the child under such imposing & confusing 
situations. 
 
Although I understand child care issues. 
 
When they are older and can learn something. 
 
If no adequate child care is available, child should accompany caregiver 
 

4. When you do observe children in the Calgary Courts Centre, are they supervised (e.g., by an older sibling or adult) or 

otherwise occupied (e.g., with toys or electronic devices)? Answered: 20 Skipped: 1 

Responses to this question were generally in the affirmative.  Additional comments included: 
 
Yes, but they can still cause a disturbance 
 
Even when playing, they are acutely aware of what is being said and their parents' emotional state. Also, some children are not 
well supervised and court staff cannot be responsible for their safety. 
 
Generally speaking, the caregivers do not have a support person to occupy their children 
 
I have seen children go unsupervised all the time / I see children being supervised by older children and I see children on 
electronic devices. I have also seen children get onto the elevator because the person watching them wasn't paying attention. 
 
Children may be either supervised / pre-occupied with electronic devices toys or siblings - so all scenarios possibilities have 
been observed 
 

5. Please share any additional perspective you may have concerning young children at the Calgary Courts Centre.  

Answered: 13 Skipped: 8 

Parents bringing young children to court or any child of any age to court need to have another adult person in attendance to 
care for the child 
 
The waits are long at Traffic Court and expecting small children to be still/quiet for lengths of time is unreasonable for all 
concerned 
 
The Courts Centre is not a good place for children. It provides exposure to many inappropriate situations. I would like to 
promote the culture that it's not a good place to bring kids. And not a place where you can just drop them off. 
 
This is a very negative environment, and there is a lot of negative energy here. Exposing children to this kind of energy is 
inappropriate. 
 
It is important that children not be exposed to their parent's conflict or adult information. 
 
Often people had child care but didn't recognize the inappropriateness of bringing children to witness the court 
proceeding...lack of education and awareness 
 
Children coming to court can be harmful to the children and the court process. 
 
Some parents are here a lot. If children are going to be with them, it would be nice if children could have a positive experience 
with the Courthouse since their lives are already difficult. 
 
There is never a reason to expose any child to this environment. People do not attend the courthouse because they are in a 
positive state of mind or dealing with a happy legal matter - there are high conflict families here, criminals, and angry 
individuals - children have no place in this building 
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An ideal scenario would have a sound proof glass enclosure specifically for children - whereby children are not exposed to the 
drama of contested court proceedings. 
 
There is a big need for daycare here not only for clients but would be great for parents that work here 
 
This is not a place for young children specially when they are bad mouthing the other parent 
 
Should have something set up for children to keep them active and engaged during the caregiver's court appearance 
 

6. This project is hosting small in-person focus groups for people who would like to share their perspective on this 

important issue.  We are hosting four focus groups during the last week of March and the first week of April. If you 

would like to participate in a one-hour focus group to discuss this issue further, please click here to select and sign up 

for the focus group of your choice. 

Answered: 16 Skipped: 6 

Of the 16 replies, there was no interest to participate in a focus group. 

APPENDIX C – QUESTIONNAIRE AND SURVEY RESULTS FROM THE JUDGES 

CHILDMINDING AT THE COURTS CENTRE NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

Questionnaire for the Judiciary of CCC and answered by the Judiciary of the Provincial Court of Alberta, 
Calgary Family and Youth Court. 
 
Answers by the said Court  
 
1. In your experience, how often do you see caregivers with children attend your courtroom? 
 
Between 2-5%. 
 
2. If you have witnessed children accompanying a caregiver in your courtroom, what impact, 
if any, has the child had on the proceedings e.g., has the child caused a disturbance? Has 
the child slowed the proceedings? 
 
Sometimes little children cause minor disturbances and older children hear adult issues 
that they should not be exposed to. Nevertheless, our Family Court welcomes all families 
and their children. 
 
3. If you have witnessed children accompanying a caregiver in your courtroom, in your 
opinion have they been exposed to content that is traumatizing, sensitive or age-inappropriate? 
 
If that occurs, most of our judges will immediately stop proceedings and have the children 
leave the room. 
 
4. To your knowledge, what resources in the City of Calgary are available for children when 
their caregiver is required to appear at the Calgary Courts Centre or in a courtroom? 
 
There are no public ones that we know of. Oil companies and Calgary City Hall have 
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places. The courthouse could use one, especially if a parent has no babysitter or friend to 
care for the child while the parent is in the courtroom. We have seen Child Welfare staff 
offer to go out in the hallway and care for the children, or a Sheriff, if the child is younger, 
will sit with them outside. 
 
If such a service were provided, we would strongly recommend that it be free and have 
properly trained staff. Every day in our docket courts, there is a strong probability that at 
least one child will be present in our three daily docket courts, which are family docket, 
child protection docket, youth court docket and occasionally our duty court for rush exparte 
applications.  
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